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Abstract: Product recognition on grocery shelf images is a compelling task of object detection because
of the similarity between products, the presence of the different scale of product sizes, and the
high number of classes, in addition to constantly renewed packaging and added new products’
difficulty in data collection. The use of conventional methods alone is not enough to solve a number
of retail problems such as planogram compliance, stock tracking on shelves, and customer support.
The purpose of this study is to achieve significant results using the suggested multi-stage end-to-
end process, including product detection, product classification, and refinement. The comparison
of different methods is provided by a traditional computer vision approach, Aggregate Channel
Features (ACF) and Single-Shot Detectors (SSD) are used in the product detection stage, and Speed-up
Robust Features (SURF), Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points (BRISK), Oriented Features
from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST), Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features
(BRIEF) (ORB), and hybrids of these methods are used in the product classification stage. The
experimental results used the entire Grocery Products dataset and its different subsets with a different
number of products and images. The best performance was achieved with the use of SSD in the
product detection stage and the hybrid use of SURF, BRISK, and ORB in the product classification
stage, respectively. Additionally, the proposed approach performed comparably or better than
existing models.

Keywords: BRISK; ORB; planogram compliance; product recognition; SSD; SURF

1. Introduction

Computer vision approaches are used to find solutions for many real-world problems,
such as object recognition, object detection, and object segmentation in different areas.
Currently, there are numerous methods offering a promising performance for the technical
requirements of the aforementioned problems applied to specific implementation areas.
Among these issues, product recognition and detection in the shelf images of grocery
products is an important computer vision problem with wide research efforts from both
academic and industrial points of view.

The role of an automatic product recognition system is to find the location and class
of products on a given shelf image from groceries. A hybrid method for the multi-stage
end-to-end recognition of grocery products in shelf images was offered in this study. The
process of product recognition begins with the product detection; then, the process classifies
products and, finally, concludes with refinement. An automatic product recognition system
offers numerous benefits to producers, suppliers, and customers. On the producers’ side,
producers desire their products to be properly placed in the markets shelves according to
the layout (planogram). According to the results of [1], sales rose by 7.8% and profit rose by
8.1% within two weeks when the optimized planogram was perfectly matched. To ensure
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the planogram compliance, the general procedure is manually controlled by employees
by confirming the compatibility of the photos taken in the markets with the planogram
at regular intervals. However, this manual process is prone to human mistake and needs
non-negligible person-hours. On the suppliers’ side, automatic product recognition is
useful for stock tracking, the replenishment of inventory, and planogram compliance. In
particular, the necessary information for the management of supermarkets is provided
in real time. The obtained information from an automatic product recognition system
makes it possible to increase sales by identifying the products that are out of stock or
misplaced and improving the customer experience by analyzing the shopping patterns.
The research about out-of-stocks [2] also shows that 31% of the customers who cannot find
the requested item on the shelf buy the same product from another grocery store, 22% buy
the different brand of the same product, and 11% give up the product when they cannot
find it. On the customers’ side, a successful product recognition system makes it possible
for customers find the product they are looking for faster, to obtain help with in-market
navigation, and to make price comparisons easier. It also provides a more comfortable
shopping experience for visually impaired customers. When evaluated in terms of all
stakeholders, product recognition creates a solution that saves time, increases sales [1], and
increases customer satisfaction [3]. However, product recognition has specific challenges
to handle, as shown in Figure 1. In addition to the familiar computer vision difficulties
(scene complexity, blurring, irregular lighting conditions, different viewing angle, etc.),
other significant challenges are also encountered in recognizing the products on the grocery
shelves, such as different shelf designs, different product sizes, constantly changing product
packaging, high packaging design similarity among different product types, and the high
number of product classes. Therefore, an effective product recognition system is required to
obtain a satisfactory performance for all different parties benefiting from such an approach.

In this paper, the problem of product recognition on grocery shelf images is considered;
the algorithm takes a shelf image as input and accordingly returns localization and labels
of all predefined products in the image. The proposed multi-stage process handles the
above-mentioned challenges using a product-independent detection process and different
scale, rotation, and affine invariant feature extraction methods together. The algorithm
has three main steps. The stage of product detection finds the localization of each existing
product in the image with three different methods: a proposed traditional computer vision
approach, the Aggregate Channel Features (ACF) [4] detector, and the Single-Shot Detector
(SSD) [5]. The stage of product classification matches the product templates and product
detection results with more appropriate feature extraction methods, such as Speed-up
Robust Features (SURF) [6], Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points (BRISK) [7],
Oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST), and Rotated Binary Robust
Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) (ORB) [8], as well as a hybrid usage of SURF,
BRISK, and ORB. At the third stage, refinement produces the final result by improving
the classification result and localizations with the clustering algorithm. The entire Grocery
Products [9] dataset and its subsets (GP-20 [10], GP-181 [11]) are used for testing these
methods. Additionally, a training set is created from the Grocery Dataset [12], and the
subset of SKU-110K [13] is used for the training of ACF [4] and SSD [5].

The contributions of this study compared to the existing literature, summarized in
Section 2 are three-fold:

1. A new sequential approach, including a product-independent detection process and a
hybrid product recognition concept enhanced by a refinement procedure, is presented
to handle a wide variety of products such as constantly renewed packaging and newly
added products in grocery products.

2. A model in which different feature extraction methods are used together is proposed,
since different methods provide better results in different products due to the wide
variety of products. Therefore, a combination of these methods can be more promising
for such an application.
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3. The performance of the proposed approach in product recognition is compared with
the different methods presented in the product detection and classification stages. In
addition, run-time evaluation is included to show that the performance and run-time
the proposed system is balanced.
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Figure 1. Sample images representing the challenges of grocery product recognition problem:
(a,b) different viewing angle shelf image in SKU-110K [13]. (c) Blurred shelf image in grocery
products [9]. (d,e) Different shelf design images in SKU-110K [13]. (f) Cluttered background shelf
image in SKU-110K [13]. (g,h) Product images having high packaging design similarity among
different product types in grocery products [9].

The rest of the article consists of the following sections: Section 2 introduces the
existing studies related to product recognition. Section 3 details the multi-stage recognition
process and used methods. Section 4 presents the information of datasets and shows the
experimental results of the proposed methods on these datasets. Finally, Section 5 gives the
concluding remarks of the study.

2. Related Works

Several solutions have been proposed in the literature to solve in-store problems such
as planogram matching, product recognition, and stock tracking. The most widely used,
barcode [14,15] and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags [16–19], provide solutions
with some limitations. The systems using barcodes have some drawbacks due to the limited
visibility, openness to environmental damage, and human error [20]. On the RFID side,
problems such as the high cost of RFID tags, sensitivity to environmental conditions, data
security, and information collisions are encountered [21]. With the need for new approaches,
the increase in the ease of data collection and the decrease in the costs of data storage and
processing have led to an increase in the use of traditional computer vision and deep learning
methods instead of such hardware-based solutions. Alternative algorithms for product
recognition in shelf images have been presented using different computer vision and deep
learning methods. As shown in Table 1, in addition to the studies that deal with this problem
as a whole [22–26], there are also studies [12,13,27–34] that have brought separate solutions
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to different parts of the problem and combined them [10,11,35]. In addition, there are also
studies [36,37] that have attempted to solve the product recognition problem by recognizing
the text on the product instead of recognizing it from the features of the image. On the other
hand, the product recognition problem on the market shelves is also an object detection
and object recognition problem. Therefore, the recent methods [38–40] that have been
applied and proven successful in various areas can solve the different stages of product
recognition problem on the grocery shelf images. For the product detection part, methods
such as the immune coordination deep network [38] and the immune extreme region-based
target extraction algorithm [39] may be useful, while methods such as multiple kernel
k-means [40] may also contribute to the refinement stage.

Table 1. Taxonomy table.

Publications Shelf
Detection

Product
Detection

Product
Classification

Product Detection
and Classification
Performed Jointly

End-to-End
Running Time
Performance
Evaluation

[10] - 3 3 - 3 **
[11] - 3 3 - 3 3

[12] - 3 3 - - -
[13] - 3 - - - 3

[22] - - - 3 3 -
[23] - - - 3 3 3

[24] - - - 3 3 3

[25] - - - 3 3 -
[26] - - - 3 3 -
[27] 3 3 3 - - -
[28] - 3 - - - 3

[29] 3 3 3 - - -
[30] - 3 - - - -
[31] - 3 - - - -
[32] - 3 3 - - -
[33] - - 3 - - 3

[34] - 3 - - - 3

[35] - 3 3 - 3 **
[36] - 3 3 - 3 -
[37] - * * - 3 **

This paper 3 3 3 - 3 3

3 denotes the study in the row includes the specified item in the column. * denotes using text detection instead of
product detection and using text generation instead of product classification. ** denotes the studies have restricted
information about running-time performance evaluation.

2.1. Three-Stage Non-End-to-End Product Recognition

The performance of a product recognition system depends to the solutions to three
main problems: shelf detection, product detection, and product classification. The detection
of shelf lines in shelf images has a performance-enhancing effect in terms of both searching
for the product in a more limited area and eliminating products detected in the wrong
area. Previous studies [27,29] have dealt with the problem of shelf detection on the Grocery
Dataset [12]. The authors of [27] reached 83.4% accuracy on 229 shelf images with Hough
Transform, and [29] achieved 99.03% accuracy on 350 shelf images using the Gaussian
Mixture Model to detect shelves. The authors of [12,27–29] handled the product detection
problem with different methods, and the performances were tested on combinations of
the Grocery Dataset. The best performance was reached in [29], with 97.31% recall and
94.05% precision values, using the Cascade Object Detector Algorithm for product detection,
as well as the mean and median filter for eliminating incorrect detection. The authors
of [12,27,29] proposed several solutions for the product classification problem. In [29],
99.21% accuracy was achieved by classifying the shape-based Fisher Vector extraction
obtained from the properties of Dense Scale Invariant Features (DenseSIFT) and Local
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Binary Pattern information with Extreme Learning Machines. These studies presented
several solutions to different parts of product recognition problem; however, they did not
perform an end-to-end system for real use in retail. Additionally, the Grocery Dataset is
a limited collection consisting of only cigarette packages. The proposed methods did not
test more complex datasets in terms of product variety (consisting of different product
sizes and shapes), and there is no information that these systems system can show same
performance on other datasets.

2.2. Product Detection Stage

Previous studies [13,30,31,34] have focused on only the product detection problem.
The results obtained using Faster R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Network) [41],
YOLO9000 (You Only Look Once) [42], RetinaNet [43], Mask R-CNN [44], YoloV3 [45], and
CenterNet [46], which are commonly used object detection algorithms in the literature, were
compared with the developed methods in [13,30,31]. The SKU-110K dataset [13], which
consists of label information with a single class for each product on the shelf, was used
for training and testing the system. The authors of [13] proposed a unified framework for
oriented and densely packed object detection with improved RetinaNet with EM-Merger
and achieved an improved performance compared to the existing algorithms presented
in [41–44]. The authors of [30] offered two different models, which were Gaussian Decoder
Network (GDN) as an extended version of RetinaNet, and Gaussian Layer Network (GLN),
as a kind of RetinaNet architecture with fewer parameters and better accuracy compared to
the GDN. Both GDN and GLN showed better performance from the previous study in [13].
Additionally, the highest performance was achieved with Dynamic Refinement Network
(DRN) consisting of two modules: feature selection and dynamic refinement heads, as
in [31]. The authors of [34] focused on object detection in dense scenes such as retail shelves.
The proposed method consisted of Cascade R-CNN, ResNet101, Feature Pyramid Network
(FPN), and balanced L1 loss. Region proposals that have the low quality due to dense
scenes were improved with Cascade R-CNN. The positioning loss from the loss function
was balanced and constrained using the balanced L1 loss. Additionally, an improvement of
the performance on the detection of small objects was provided by FPN. According to state-
of-the-art object detection methods, Faster R-CNN [41], YoloV3 [45], and RetinaNet [43],
the high detection accuracy was achieved by the study. The speed of the proposed method
was slow and did not meet the real-time requirements of detecting products on grocery
shelves because of the cascade structure used. The authors of [13,30,31,34] gave comparable
results for the product detection part. However, they did not propose an end-to-end result,
and product recognition is a very challenging problem regarding the dense structure of
these dataset.

2.3. Product Classification Stage

On the other stage, the product classification problem was handled in [32]. An
Instagram-trained convolutional network (ResNext-INet) was fine-tuned with a new neural
network layer called the LocalConcepts-Accumulation (LCA) layer and Maximum Entropy
(ME) loss to classify three different grocery product datasets. According to the results, the
proposed method achieved a higher accuracy compared to image matching based on key
points detection and ResNext-INet without fine-tuning. This study showed that using
a convolutional network for product classification and fine-tuning of the convolutional
network can provide increased accuracy. In this case, having more than one training image
for each class is important for the training of the network.

The improved Siamese neural network was used for product classification in [33].
The network improvement was realized by updated the cross-entropy loss function with
the Euclidean distance and added dual attention mechanisms. The proposed algorithm
outperformed more conventional techniques when tested on two widely used datasets.
This study overcame the problem of insufficient data in the training phase, which is one
of the important problems of retail product identification as also encountered in [32]. On
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the other hand, an end-to-end solution to the problem of product recognition on grocery
shelves was not offered.

2.4. Product Detection and Classification Stages Performed Jointly

The detection and classification of products were performed jointly in [22–26], which
dealt with this problem as a whole. In [22], an end-to-end product recognition and com-
parative results of three different methods were given using five different scales on frame-
by-frame windows taken from shelf images. According to the obtained precision and
recall values, the best performance was reached by the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [47], followed by color histogram matching and, finally, Boosted Haar-like features.
Although this study did not yield significant results, it provides a baseline for the product
recognition problem.

The authors of [23] proposed an application for visually impaired users, aiming to
find the products present in a shopping lists from video images of retail shelves. The
SURF [6] identifiers and the Multi-Class Naive Bayes classifier [48] were used to recognize
the products from the regions obtained with a method based on optical flow [49]. The
performance of the system was measured by detecting 10 items from 25 different shopping
lists in 10 different video images. According to the results of the study, the number of
missed products increased when the threshold for obtaining the correct product increased.
In addition, when the threshold was decreased, gathering the number of wrong products
increased. The mentioned study was unable to suggest the optimal threshold for users to
complete their shopping list.

In [24], the products were reclassified with a pre-trained convolutional neural network
(CNN) model (VGG-f network [50]) after the estimation of a short-list of possible categories
with a probabilistic inference model based on SIFT [47] features. The proposed method
reached a higher mean average precision (mAP) value than previous studies in [9,41] on
different datasets [9,22]. However, these mAP values still need considerable improvement
to implement this technique to solve real problems in the retail industry [51]. Still, the
proposed model is useful when it is not possible to collect enough data for training a deep
detection model. However, deep models show better performance if more training data
exist [52].

The authors of [25] offered a new approach to recognize fine-grained products. A
confidence set was created according to potential product arrangements on the shelf and the
integrated visual hierarchy between brands in this approach. The results of the confidence
set were assured to contain the correct classes at a specific confidence level. The method [25]
performed better than the most advanced CNN models but this method did not prove
its performance on the state-of-art fine-grained grocery product datasets (e.g., Grocery
Products [9]).

In a previous study [26], the task-specific training of joint detection and recognition
model was proposed with four procedures. First, a joint model on a fully annotated dataset
was trained. The training process was then modified over time until training on task-
specific datasets was achieved. With the different procedures used in the study, it was
shown that splitting the training in a detection and recognition phase did not detract from
the performance of the model compared to training it as a traditional multiclass detector.
The performance of joint detection and recognition models depend on whether on a dataset
is fully annotated or not. Moreover, annotating all products on shelves is challenging task
in real grocery product recognition problem because of the continuous products adding
and changes in product packaging.

2.5. Multi-Stage End-to-End Product Recognition

The authors of [11] tackled the product recognition problem with an end-to-end three-
step model, in which the steps were unconstrained product recognition, graph-based
consistency check, and product verification. That is, feature matching and a generalized
Hough Transform were used for unconstrained product recognition. Then, the compliance
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between the planned products positions on shelves (planogram) and the positions obtained
in the previous stage were checked in the graph-based consistency check part. Lastly,
different methods were used for product verification, and among them, the most successful
method was BRISK [7]. In addition to the training and test dataset, the use of planogram
information provided an improved performance for determining the product location and
identifying the missed products. However, in the case of an inability to reach planogram
knowledge, it was not possible to reach the expected performance.

Another study [10] presented results on two datasets with a different number of
classes and different number of images. Their method consisted of pre-candidate selection,
fine-selection, and post-processing stages. Using SURF features [6] was more accurate on
the easier dataset, while the deep neural network (DNN) features had a better performance
on the more complex dataset. The proposed method had high complexity since it required
creating separate candidate windows for each product in the first stage, and it caused an
increase in the processing time to extract features in the second stage.

In another end-to-end three step study [35], a customized YOLOv2 [42] was used for
the detection step, learned descriptors with VGG-16 [53] were utilized for recognition, and,
finally, some refinement strategies were employed. According to the results, the authors
of [35] recorded higher recognition performance compared to [11] and [41]; however, the
system required an extra dataset to train YOLOv2. Additionally, most of grocery product
datasets are not large enough for training a deep learning model because of they have
fewer images with a higher number of classes compared to common object datasets [51].

The other end-to-end studies [36,37] attempted to solve the product recognition prob-
lem by recognizing the text on products. The aim of these studies was to improve shopping
experience, especially for visually impaired peoples. The stages of [36] were considered
in the order of pre-processing, product detection, and product recognition (including text
detection and text recognition). YOLOv5 [54] was used to detect products; the backbone
network with ResNet50, FPN, and a new post-processing technique was used for text
detection; and, finally, the Selective Context Attentional Text Recognizer (SCATTER) [55]
was used to recognize the products’ text information. The proposed method enhances
the effectiveness of the existing techniques. In a two-stage study [37], the Deep Belief
Network (DBN) was used for selecting the images that were not captioned, and Bald Eagle
Search (BES) was used to generate text according to products. The suggested technique
outperformed the existing classifiers in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and success rate
while having a lower MSE value. It may be advantageous to recognize the product types
with very similar packaging from the text instead of the image features. However, in real
grocery shelf images, the text may not appear or may appear incomplete depending on the
position of the product or the angle of the photo. In addition, some proposed methods for
recognizing products from text are computationally expensive.

The aforementioned studies, together with other works in the literature, have provided
relevant contributions to the research area of product recognition. However, some of them
have fallen short of covering all of the required steps of a real-time, applicable product
recognition process, whereas the other more completed studies have different drawbacks
regarding the utilized dataset and computational burden.

3. Multi-Stage End-to-End Product Recognition Approach

The problem of product recognition on grocery shelf images is more complicated than
the classical object detection problems due to the challenges of large-scale classification, data
limitation, intra-class variation, and flexibility [51]. To handle these challenges, different
solutions with comparable results are proposed in this study.

The proposed multi-stage end-to-end recognition approach shown in Figure 2 consists
of three stages: product detection, product classification, and refinement. The claim
of this study is that use of the proposed three-stage hybrid method instead of product
recognition directly provides significant contributions to the challenges mentioned in this
study. Considering that:
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• Although the performance of the state-of-art object detection methods [5,41,44,45]
have been improved, the success of object recognition decreases as the number of
classes increases [51]. Therefore, product recognition directly with the state-of-art
object detection methods is not sufficient for large-scale datasets.

• Data collection for product recognition problem have difficulty due to the high number
of classes, in addition to the presence of constantly renewed packaging and newly
added products. In the case of an insufficient number of images for each class, product
locations can be determined with a single-class object detection algorithm, and then the
products can be classified to handle limitations on product recognition datasets [51].

• The presence of constantly renewed packaging and newly added products require
re-training the system when product recognition is applied directly. On the contrary,
the proposed product-independent detection process is not affected by additional or
removed products in grocery stores and provides more flexible detection.

• The similarity between products, different scales of product sizes, and diversity in
the color and shape of products lead to an insufficient recognizability for all products
with a single method [11]. Therefore, relying on multiple types of features jointly to
successfully recognize a wider range of product classes is required. With this aim, the
hybrid usage of SURF [6], BRISK [7], and ORB [8] features is proposed in this study.
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The proposed method is depicted in Figure 2, where it can be seen that the system
makes it possible to find potential regions of products in a shelf image as an input, then
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match features between template image of products and the potential regions found, and,
finally, reduce multiple detections and classifications of the same product.

3.1. Product Detection

The stage of product detection identifies the potential regions of each existing product
in the shelf image. This research compares the performance of three different methods: a
proposed traditional computer vision approach, a learning-based ACF [4] detector, and
a DNN-based SSD [5]. The aim of this comparison is to show the advantages and disad-
vantages of these three different-based proposed approaches on the performance of the
product recognition problem.

The proposed traditional computer vision approach consists of three steps, as detailed
in Figure 3. First, horizontal lines were identified with Hough Transform [56] for the
detection of shelf lines; then, vertical lines were highlighted with Hough Transform to
find the start and end points of the products on each shelf. As a result of this process, the
starting and ending points of some products may not be determined, and this prevents the
method from detecting many products in the first stage. An enhancement step was offered
to handle this problem. The locations of missing products were completed using the area
information determined from the previous steps. Additional region proposals were also
created in areas with high probability of coexistence of similar products considering the
nearby product sizes.
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The second proposed method uses the ACF [4] (see Figure 4a for the flow dia-
gram) for Stage-1. A normalized gradient magnitude, a histogram of oriented gradients
(six channels), and LUV color channels (total: 10 channels) were computed to represent a
feature vector of the input image, and then a boosting algorithm was used for classifying
the image. The ACF and its different implementations have achieved good performance in
some detection problems such as the detection of humans [57], locusts [58], aircrafts [59],
and cross-sectional areas of the fetal limb in an ultrasound image [60]. Although ACF has
not been used for product recognition before, it is expected that having good performance
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for recognizing objects with similar properties can lead to a sufficient performance while
creating region proposals for products that are similar to each other.
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Finally, the third method proposes to utilize the SSD [5] (see Figure 4b for the flow dia-
gram), which is a single-stage detector represented by concurrent bounding-box for regression
and classification. Single-stage models [5,45] are faster than two-stage models [41,61], which
detect objects with region proposal algorithms and then apply an independent classifica-
tion for each region. The other one-stage model, YOLO, has a limitation for identifying
smaller objects in images, and it is challenging to generalize objects with unconventional
aspect ratios or configurations [62]. The product recognition problem has to deal with the
recognition of products at different scales and product sizes. The SSD can detect small and
large objects simultaneously using features of different depth (multi-dimensional feature
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maps). Additionally, the SSD [5] achieves a high accuracy even on low-resolution input
images. As a result, the SSD was selected for the DNN-based model of Stage-1 due to
the above-mentioned advantages. The pre-trained weights on the ImageNet dataset were
used as the initial weight model for the SSD with the base network ResNet-50 [63]. As
shown in Figure 4, potential product regions of Stage-1 were obtained using non-maximum
suppression to filter the predictions from the ResNet-50 network and extra feature layers.

3.2. Product Classification

Before feature matching is applied between the region proposals obtained from shelf
images and the template images of products, a pre-elimination process is performed to
reduce the number of region proposals. The pseudo-code of the pre-elimination process is
shown in Table 2. The pre-elimination process eliminates region proposals in two specified
ways (aspect ratio and color histogram) and does not introduce them into the next phases
of the proposed method. First, the aspect ratio of the product template and the region
proposals are calculated for elimination according to the aspect ratio. Here, 1.5 times the
aspect ratio of the product template is considered the upper threshold, and 0.5 times is
the lower threshold. When the region proposal is higher than upper threshold or lower
than the lower threshold, this region proposal is eliminated. Then, the normalized Hue,
Saturation, and Value (HSV) color histogram of the template images and region proposals
which are not eliminated, with the restriction of the aspect ratio, are extracted. In the
widely used HSV color space, the colors like red or blue are expressed by Hue, the lightness
level is expressed by Value, how different a color appears from gray of same lightness is
expressed by Saturation [64]. If the histogram intersection of the products template images
and region proposals is lower than a pre-fixed threshold, then these regions are eliminated.
Therefore, the remaining region proposals are the new region proposal set of next steps.
The advantage of pre-elimination is to decrease the number of proposed regions before
the following feature extraction step and, consequently, the number of operations to be
performed for next steps is reduced.

Table 2. Pseudo-code of the pre-elimination process.

function: pre_elimination _process(T,R,Thr_Th,Thr_Tl,Thr_ch)
Input: T = template image set

R = region proposals image set
Thr_Th = the highest aspect ratio of template image
Thr_Tl = the lowest aspect ratio of template image
Thr_ch = threshold value for intersection of color histograms

Output: R_new = new region proposals after pre_elimination process
Rnew ← ∅
for each Ti

[MT , NT ]← size o f Ti
Thr_Th← max(MT , NT)/ min(MT , NT) ∗ 1.5
Thr_Tl ← max(MT , NT)/ min(MT , NT) ∗ 0.5
HTHSV ← compute color histogram o f Ti
for each Rj

[MR, NR]← size o f Rj
if max(MR, NR)/ min(MR, NR) < Thr_Th ||max(MR, NR)/ min(MR, NR) > Thr_Tl then

HRHSV ← compute color histogram o f Rj
if (HRHSV ∩ HTHSV) > Thr_ch

Rnew ← Rnew ∪ Rj
end if

end if
end for

end for
return Rnew
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Finally, features of the product templates and the remaining regions are extracted to
classify each product. According to a comparative analysis of feature extraction methods,
SURF [6], BRISK [7], and ORB [8] extract the highest number of discriminative features with
efficient computational performance. Additionally, SURF [6] and BRISK [7] are the most
scale-invariant feature detectors, and ORB [8] and BRISK [7] are more rotation-invariant
than others [65]. The feature extraction processes of SURF [6], BRISK [7], and ORB [8]
consist of three main steps: key point detection, feature vector description, and matching
vectors between different images.

In the widely used scale-invariant feature extraction method (SURF) [6], the key points
of the two images, which will be matched, are detected as blob-type structures by Gaussian
smoothing filters horizontally and vertically; then, they integrated to Hessian matrix for
each key point. Then, the neighborhood of every key point is divided into a number of
4 × 4 sub-square regions. A 64-dimensional (4 × 4 × 4) feature vector of all sub-regions
is obtained by computing the two-dimensional Haar wavelet for the input image and its
integral image. At the matching step, the distance between the feature vectors of two image
is calculated using the Euclidean distance. Two feature vectors are matched when the
distance between them is less than the threshold.

BRISK [7] is another feature extraction method that detects corners using the Adaptive
and Generic Accelerated Segment Test (AGAST) [66] algorithm and filters them with the
corner score from Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [67], searching for the
maxima in the scale space pyramid providing invariance to the scale. The descriptor of
BRISK is based on comparing the intensity values of the key points. A descriptor with
512 bits in length is obtained when the value of first point is larger than the second one;
then, output is 1. Otherwise, the output is 0 for each key point pairs. In the matching case,
the Hamming distance is used, which leads to a short execution time comparing to the
Euclidean distance. As usual, if the distance between two feature vectors is less than a fixed
threshold, then the descriptors are matched.

ORB [8] feature extraction method is a combination of FAST [67] and BRIEF [68] with
some modifications. First, FAST detects key points in the scale space pyramid of the image.
Then, the Harris corner measure is applied to sort key points and find the top N of them.
Then, a rotation matrix of the local orientation through the intensity-weighted centroid of
the patch with located corner at center is computed. After that, the BRIEF descriptors are
steered according to the orientation, and the binary string is kept as the ORB descriptor.
Finally, at the matching step, the Hamming distance is used as in BRISK [7], and the
descriptors are matched if the obtained value is less than the threshold.

For each feature extraction method, if the matching score calculated as the ratio of
number of matched features between product template and region proposal to the number
of features found in product template is greater than a prefix threshold, then the algorithm
infers that this region proposal is classified to this product with this matching score.

In addition to the feature extraction methods SURF [6], BRISK [7], and ORB [8] used
separately for matching region proposals and product templates, a hybrid use of these
three methods was tested in this work because different features are more distinguishable
in different products. The matching scores obtained by three different feature extraction
methods for all region proposals of each product class were normalized on a class base and
compared with each other. Then, the feature extraction method with the highest matching
score was selected as the method specific to recognize that product class.

3.3. Refinement

The bounding boxes, with information of the product class and matching score for
each shelf image, were obtained from the product classification stage. Multiple overlapped
bounding boxes for each product placed in shelf images must be combined into a single
bounding box in the most correct way. With this aim, the refinement stage obtained the
final result by making improvements on the information of product classes and localiza-
tions with the clustering algorithm, as in [10] but with some modifications. The main
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difference from [10] is the addition of neighborhood relation to the clustering algorithm.
Neighborhood relation is expected to make a positive contribution using the knowledge
that grocery shelf displays often have a high probability of juxtaposing the same products.
The neighborhood-related clustering algorithm (NR_CA) consists of the following steps:

(1) The obtained region proposals for each test image are ordered from the highest score
to the lowest score.

(2) The region proposal of the highest score is taken as the first element of the first cluster.
(3) If the intersection area of the region proposal in the ranking and any cluster is larger

than half of its own area, then these region proposals are included in the same cluster.
If a region proposal cannot be assigned to any of the existing clusters, then a new
cluster is created.

(4) A cluster is represented by the average of each bounding box values in the same
cluster, the maximum of the matching score, and its class information.

(5) These processes continue until there is no non-clustered region proposal.
(6) In order to add neighborhood relations to all the obtained clusters, a distance matrix

is calculated between the two closest points of cluster pairs.
(7) In cases where this distance is less than a prefix threshold (half of the width of each

cluster), it is assumed that the products are side by side, and the values of matching
scores are increased by 1/10 of their own score.

(8) Clusters are eliminated if the new score is less than 40% of the maximum score from
all clusters.

At the end of this process, the final information of product classes and localizations
are obtained.

The neighborhood-related clustering algorithm can handle situations such as different
shelf designs, different product sizes, high numbers of product classes, and high densities
of scenes. The parameters used are calculated specifically for each shelf image and show
the same performance when faced with different situations. Three different parameters are
used in neighborhood-related clustering algorithm: (1) the minimum intersection area of
the region proposal and any cluster, (2) the minimum distance measure for establishing
a neighborhood relationship, and (3) the minimum score of the cluster for deciding to
elimination. The threshold of (1) is identified for the product overlaps 50% with any of the
region proposal; it represents that product the highest frequency and should be included
in this class. The threshold (2) specifies half of the width of each cluster, representing
that the products are close to each other and that there is no other product between
them. The threshold (2) is specified at 40% of the maximum score from all clusters for the
elimination process.

4. Experimental Study

In this section, the performance of the proposed methods on different data sets are
shown comparatively. First, the datasets used are explained in detail, and then the experi-
mental results are given in following sub-sections.

4.1. Datasets

In the literature, several datasets have been used to tackle the product recognition
problem consisting of different product groups, which differ in product type, size, and
similarity. This study uses the Grocery Dataset [12], SKU-110K [13], Grocery Products [9],
and its subsets (GP-20 [10], GP-181 [11]), which are the commonly used and publicly
available datasets; their samples are shown in Figure 5, and details are given in Table 3. For
the first stage of the proposed approach, a dataset is required, in which all the products on
the shelf are labeled. A new dataset was created by combining images from the Grocery
Dataset [12] and SKU-110K [13] for ACF and SSD training. To evaluate the proposed
end-to-end system performance and to provide comparable results, the existing Grocery
Products [9] and its subsets [10,11], which have different numbers of product varieties and
test images, were used.
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Figure 5. The sample images of the datasets: (a,b) sample shelf images of SKU-110K [13];
(c,d) sample shelf images of the Grocery Dataset [12]; (e,f) sample shelf images of GP-20 [10]; (g,h) sam-
ple shelf images of GP-181 [11]; (i,j) sample shelf images of Grocery Products [9]; (k,l) sample template
images of Grocery Products [9]. (Red frames indicates the ground truth information of annotation file
of datasets).

SKU-110K [13]: This dataset consists of a total of 11,762 shelf images, of which
70% (8233) are training, 5% (588) are validation, and 25% (2941) are test images. Each
product on the shelf in the dataset was labeled as a single class, and product types were not
specified. The differences between the existing datasets and the SKU-110K are the large
number and density of objects appearing in each image, the diversity of the product classes,
and the differences in the nature of the image scenes.

Grocery Dataset [12]: This dataset is more specific because it consists only of packages
of cigarettes. Shelf images have different lightning and designs, and images were taken
from various distances. The dataset consists of product images from 10 different categories
and 354 shelf images with annotated ground truths.

Grocery Products [9]: This dataset consists of hierarchical categories and differs from
the other datasets because of its fine-grained structure. The training set consists of 27 food
categories and 3235 fine-grained products, e.g., an Aproz classic water is a subclass of
Water/Drinks/Food that is represented with a template image with a white background
taken in ideal studio conditions. The test set consists of 680 shelf images with different
lighting conditions, viewing angles, and zoom levels containing interesting products. When
the same groups of products are contained together in a test image, they are surrounded by
a single bounding box.

GP-20 [10]: This dataset was created by selecting 20 grocery products from the Grocery
Products [9] training set. Each product was represented with a single instance. The test
set consists of 61 test images of shelves containing the selected products and 10 images
without any product of interest. The annotations of shelf images were rebuilt manually
with item-specific bounding boxes of the selected products.
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Table 3. Overview of the datasets used in the study.

Stage of Study Dataset # Product
Categories # of Images Annotations Annotated Products

Training of Stage 1 Grocery Dataset 1 354 shelf images item-specific
bounding boxes

Annotated with
all products

SKU-110Kval 1 588 shelf images item-specific
bounding boxes

Annotated with
all products

Training of Stage 2

GP-20 20 one image per product - -
GP-181 181 one image per product - -

Grocery Products 27
average of 112 different
product images in each

category (25–415)
- -

3235 one image per product - -

Testing of end-to-end
system

GP-20 20 71 shelf images item-specific
bounding boxes

Annotated with the
selected products

GP-181 181 73 shelf images item-specific
bounding boxes

Annotated with the
selected products

Grocery Products 27 680 shelf images
Single bounding box

contains multiple
instances of products

Annotated with the
selected products

3235 680 shelf images
Single bounding box

contains multiple
instances of products

Annotated with the
selected products

# denotes the number of.

GP-181 [11]: This dataset is another subset of the Grocery Products [9] dataset created
by selecting 181 grocery products. As in GP-20, each product was represented with a single
instance. The 74 testing shelf images were annotated with item-specific bounding boxes;
however, unlike GP-20, each product in shelf images was labeled with a bounding box.

The Grocery Dataset [12] and SKU-110K [13] differ in the number and density of the
products in the shelf images. To train detectors during the first stage, samples from these
two datasets were combined to increase the diversity in the training set. For this purpose,
588 images from the SKU-110K dataset were reserved for validation, and all 354 images of
the Grocery Dataset were combined (GD + SKU-110Kval). All products in the shelf images
were labeled as shown in Figure 5.

The Grocery Products [9] dataset is one of the commonly used collections in the
literature for the problem of product detection on-shelf. Therefore, Grocery Products [9]
and its subsets (GP-20 [10], GP-181 [11]) were chosen to compare the performance of the
proposed approach against existing studies. Therefore, the training and test sets were used
in this study, as indicated in Table 3 and as covered by the existing studies [9–11,35,69,70].
No changes were made to the training and test sets. First, the smallest-scale dataset, GP-
20 [10], was used to compare the different feature extraction methods in this study. Then,
the proposed approach was tested with the GP-181 [11] and Grocery Products [9] datasets.

4.2. Experimental Results

The first step of the multi-stage end-to-end recognition approach provides a product-
independent detection process. Therefore, the proposed methods in the first phase used
the pre-trained ACF [4] and SSD [5] models for product detection. On the other hand,
the traditional computer vision method, which is another proposed method, detects the
product directly on the test image without the need to train.

The GD + SKU-110Kval dataset was used for the training of the ACF [4] and SSD [5].
The ACF [4] and SSD [5] were used as specified in [4,5] and shown the flow diagram in
the Figure 4. In the ACF [4] detector, the number of stages and negative sample factors
are two significant parameters needed to be specified. In the study [58], the optimal value
of negative sample factors was found to be 4, and the optimal value of the number of
stages was 6. Accordingly, the ACF was trained with these values of parameters. In the
SSD, transfer learning was used with pre-trained weights on the ImageNet setting as the
initial weight model before training with the GD + SKU-110Kval dataset. Training of
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the SSD continued for 10,000 iterations with a batch size of 16. The obtained detection
model from the ACF and SSD, specified as in [4,5] with selected parameters, was used
for creating region proposals of shelf images in the GP-20 [10], GP-181 [11], and Grocery
Products [9] datasets.

4.2.1. Results of GP-20

The performance of the proposed methods on the GP-20 dataset was calculated with
the evaluation criteria shown in Equations (1) and (2) according to the discrete metric used
in [10], wherein the GP-20 dataset was created. In [10], a product was considered as True
Positive (TP) if the center of the product bounding box was inside the ground-truth box;
otherwise, it was considered as False Positive (FP). The discrete metric precision value is
the percentage of rightly detected products (TP) over the total number of detected products,
and the discrete metric recall value is the percentage of rightly detected products (TP) over
the total number of labelled products.

Precision =
TP + FP

TP
(1)

Recall =
TP + FN

TP
(2)

The performance on the recognition of 20 different products of the proposed multi-
stage end-to-end recognition approach on 71 shelf images in the GP-20 dataset is shown
in Table 4. In the second row of the table, different methods used in the first step of the
proposed method are listed, and in the second column of the table, different methods used
in the second phase are listed. Each precision and recall value was found after applying
the neighborhood-related clustering algorithm to the methods represented in the row and
column to which it is related. As it can be seen from the results in Table 4, the highest
precision and recall values were achieved by different methods. However, the optimal
value of precision and recall pair was achieved with the SSD in Stage-1 and the hybrid
usage of SURF, BRISK, and ORB in Stage-2.

Table 4. The performance of all methods of the proposed multi-stage end-to-end recognition approach
on the GP-20 dataset.

Methods Used in Product Detection Stage

Traditional Computer Vision Approach ACF Detector * SSD *

Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

Methods used
in Product

Classification Stage

SURF 61.6 82.2 59.2 72.3 71.5 78.2
BRISK 67.6 65.2 57.7 66.8 73.7 83.2
ORB 76.5 58.1 48.5 68.9 78.1 71.6

A hybrid usage of
SURF & BRISK & ORB 75.1 78.1 62.7 71.2 78.8 81.3

* Using the GD + SKU-110Kval dataset for the training of the detector. ACF: Aggregate Channel Features. SSD:
Single-Shot Detectors. SURF: Speed-up Robust Features. BRISK: Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points.
ORB: Oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test, Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features.

In order to show the contribution of the neighborhood relationship adding to the clus-
tering algorithm in the refinement stage, the clustering algorithm (CA) and the neighborhood-
related clustering algorithm (NR_CA) were compared. The performance of the CA with
the NR_CA on GP-20 dataset is shown in Table 5. The obtained precision and recall values
show that adding a neighborhood relation to the clustering algorithm contributed positively
to the performance of the proposed method. The precision value was increased by 0.7, and
the recall value was increased by 3.8.
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Table 5. The performance of the CA with the NR_CA in the refinement stage on the GP-20 dataset.

Precision Recall

CA 78.1 77.5
NR_CA 78.8 81.3

CA: Clustering Algorithm. NR_CA: Neighborhood-Related Clustering Algorithm.

Additionally, as it can be seen in Table 6, the performance of the two proposed methods:
(1) the proposed DNN and (2) the proposed Bag of Words (BoW) in [10] obtained an 78.8%
precision value and 81.3% recall value from the sequential usage of SSD; hybrid usage of
SURF, BRISK, and ORB; and the neighborhood-related clustering algorithm. The proposed
DNN in [10] was used with AlexNet [71], and the proposed BoW was used with SURF [6]
descriptors for feature extraction. The pipeline method (SSD; hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK,
and ORB; and the neighborhood-related clustering algorithm) showed better performance
than the proposed methods in [10] because it combined the benefits of using DNN features
(SSD) in the first stage and used different features together with SURF in the second stage.

Table 6. The performance of the proposed pipeline method (SSD; hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK, and
ORB; and the neighborhood-related clustering algorithm) on the GP-20 dataset.

Precision Recall

[10] proposed DNN 73.1 73.6
[10] proposed BoW 77.7 76.5

SSD + SURF & BRISK & ORB + NR_CA (ours) 78.8 81.3
DNN: Deep Neural Network. BoW: Bag of Words. SSD: Single-Shot Detectors. SURF: Speed-up Robust Features.
BRISK: Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points. ORB: Oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test,
Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features. NR_CA: Neighborhood-Related Clustering Algorithm.

In summary, it is possible to assert that the usage of DNN-based product detection
with SSD, the hybrid usage of feature extraction methods, and the addition of neighborhood
relation to the clustering algorithm provided a significant contribution to the performance
of the system. Thus, a proposed pipeline method (SSD; hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK, and
ORB; and the neighborhood-related clustering algorithm) was obtained for the performance
evaluation of other datasets.

4.2.2. Results of GP-181

The performance of the proposed pipeline method on the GP-181 dataset was calcu-
lated according to the mAP and Product Recall (PR), as defined in [35]. A product was
considered a True Positive (TP) if the intersection over union (IoU) between the predicted
and ground truth bounding box was higher than 0.5; otherwise it was considered a False
Positive (FP). The mAP value was measured as the approximation of the area under the
Precision-Recall curve for the detector, and the PR was measured as the average product
recall across all the shelf images [35].

Comparative results with previously published works [11,35] are given in Table 7.
Although, unlike this study, [11] used planogram information to determine the product
locations and identify the missed products, the proposed pipeline model (SSD; SURF,
BRISK, and ORB; and NR_CA) achieved higher mAP and PR values from [10].

Additionally, the obtained mAP value was ~5% higher than [35] when the PR value
approached [35]. The reason for obtaining higher results compared to the GP-20 can be
explained by the fact that recognizing all products on the shelf images reduces the number
of FPs. Using the SSD in this study instead of the YOLO in [35] also contributed to removing
the limitation of YOLO in identifying smaller objects in the images.
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Table 7. The performance of the proposed pipeline method (SSD; hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK, ORB;
and the neighborhood-related clustering algorithm) on the GP-181 dataset.

mAP PR

[11] 66.37 75.0
[35] 76.93 85.71

SSD + SURF & BRISK & ORB + NR_CA (ours) 81.23 84.57
SSD: Single-Shot Detectors. SURF: Speed-up Robust Features. BRISK: Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points.
ORB: Oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test, Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features.
NR_CA: Neighborhood-Related Clustering Algorithm.

4.2.3. Results of Grocery Products

The performance of the proposed pipeline method on the Grocery Products dataset
was calculated according to the Categorization Accuracy (CA), Product Accuracy (PA),
Product Precision (PP), and Product Recall (PR), as defined in [69]. That is, the CA was
calculated as the average of the ratios of the number of correctly classified images to
the total number of images for each class of 27 food categories, as in Equation (3); PA
was calculated as the average of the ratios of the intersection of the ground-truth and
predicted bounding box to the union of them for each of the 3235 fine-grained class. as in
Equation (4); PP was calculated as the average of the ratios of the intersection of the ground-
truth and predicted bounding box to just ground truth for each of the 3235 fine-grained
class, as in Equation (5); and PR was calculated as the average of the ratios of the intersection
of the ground-truth and the predicted bounding boxes for each of the 3235 fine-grained
class, as in Equation (6). In Equations (3)–(6), T is denoted as the total number of classes, ki
is the number of images that classified correctly in class i, ni is the total number of images
in class i, Ci is the ground-truth bounding box of labeled product, and C′i is bounding box
of predicted product.

CA =
1
T∑T

i=1
ki

ni
. (3)

PA =
1
T∑T

i=1
Ci ∩C’

i
Ci ∪C′i

. (4)

PP =
1
T∑T

i=1
Ci ∩C′i

C′i
. (5)

PR =
1
T∑T

i=1
Ci ∩C′i

Ci
. (6)

Comparative results with previously published papers [9,69,70] and the results of
this study are given in Table 8. In [9], the product recognition process was realized by
multi-class ranking with random forests, dense pixel matching, and a genetic algorithm
for optimization matching. In [69], SURF [6] and Hough Transform were used to identify
and pose grocery products. Unlike other studies, [70] attempted to identify products
by detecting the words on the product packages using Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) [72] techniques; then, visual features were extracted using discriminative patches,
and products were recognized using SVM. The CA of the proposed pipeline model achieved
higher accuracy than [70]. The PA and PR values of the proposed model were higher
than [9,69], while the PP value was just higher than [9]. Recognizing products with
detecting the words was insufficiently successful when compared to the other results.
The proposed pipeline method (SSD; the hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK, ORB; and the
neighborhood-related clustering algorithm) prevailed for most of the performance metrics
obtained from [9,69,70].
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Table 8. The performance of the proposed pipeline method (SSD); the hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK,
ORB; and the neighborhood-related clustering algorithm) on the Grocery Products dataset.

CA PA PP PR

[9] - 21.2 23.5 43.1
[69] 84.6 32.5 57.0 41.6
[70] 61.9 - - -

SSD + SURF & BRISK & ORB + NR_CA (ours) 76.4 41.2 39.4 48.2
SSD: Single-Shot Detectors. SURF: Speed-up Robust Features. BRISK: Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points.
ORB: Oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test, Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features.
NR_CA: Neighborhood-Related Clustering Algorithm.

4.3. Running Time Performance Evaluation

Real-time processing is needed in an autonomous product recognition system on
grocery shelves. For the sides of the producers, suppliers, and customers, the duration of
response to their problems is highly important. In addition to the product recognition per-
formance of this study, the evaluation of running time on the GP-20 dataset was considered.
In the product detection stage, training time can be ignored when training the SSD due to
the product-independent detection process. The averaged testing time of product detection
was 0.37 s on 71 shelf images in the GP-20. The number of products in the shelf images and
the dimensions of the products directly affected detection time. At the product classification
stage, the hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK, and ORB did not create any significant time loss.
The running time for each feature extraction method and hybrid method of 20 product
images in the GP-20 dataset is shown in Table 9. Every time a new product was added, it
was necessary to process with three feature extraction methods (SURF, BRISK, and ORB).
However, after deciding which feature was the most distinctive for a product, the process
continued through only one feature extraction method while testing it on new shelf images.
Therefore, the hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK, and ORB was faster than using SURF alone.
In addition, in another study using the GP-20 [10], this time was, on average, 1 s for the
10 training samples.

Table 9. The running times of the used methods in the product classification stage.

SURF BRISK ORB A Hybrid Usage of
SURF & BRISK & ORB

GP-20 training set 0.2094 s 0.0669 s 0.0433 s 0.0934 s
SSD: Single-Shot Detectors. SURF: Speed-up Robust Features. BRISK: Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key
points. ORB: Oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test, Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary
Features.

5. Conclusions

A hybrid method was proposed in this study for the multi-stage end-to-end recogni-
tion of grocery products in shelf images. Several algorithms were utilized to handle the
challenges of large-scale classification, data limitation, intra-class variation, and flexibility
for different stages of the problem. In Stage-1, SSD was more efficient than the other tested
product detection methods, as a traditional computer vision approach and ACF. In Stage-2,
the hybrid usage of SURF, BRISK, ORB features provided better results than using them
separately. At the final stage, the clustering algorithm was improved by adding neighbor-
hood relation. The experimental results on the datasets with images at different scales were
determined and compared with existing studies. Most of the obtained results achieved
higher performances on different metrics. In addition, the run-time performance evaluation
of this study met the real-time system requirements. As future work, the performance of
the proposed system will be increased by training the SSD with larger datasets. In the field
of performance and speed, the new versions of YOLO and SSD will be compared. In addi-
tion, for the different stages of the product recognition problem, recent methods that have
shown efficiency in various application areas (immune coordination deep network, the im-
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mune extreme region-based target extraction algorithm, and multiple kernel k-means) will
be applied.
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